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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
We consider the generic m x n matrix (x0) with 1 < i < m, 1 < j Q n, 
m 2 n, regarded as a map from a free module of rank m to one of rank n. 
Precisely, let P and G be two vector spaces of dimension m and n, respec- 
tively, over a field, R, of characteristic zero. Recall that if S(F@ G) = S is 
the symmetric algebra over R, F = S OR F, and G = SOR G, then to define 
a homogeneous map 4: F+ G* of degree 1, it suffice to define a map 
fp,:F+s,@G*, where S, stands for the component of degree 1 in the 
graded ring S, i.e., S, = F@ G. If &(x)=x@ C, E S, 0 G*, where C, is 
the image of the identity map I,, under the natural isomorphism 
Hom,(G, G) z G @ G*, then 4 is the “generic map” over R. In fact, if we 
choose a basis {fi, . . . . fm} for F and {gi, . . . . g,> for G, then {fi@gj} is a 
basis for F;OG and S is the polynomial ring R[x,], where xii=f,@gj. It 
follows that 4 has (x,) as matrix with respect to the bases { 1 @fi} of F and 
{lOgi”} of G*. 
To the “generic map,” 4: F + G* over R, there are associated a number 
of important ideals and modules: The ideals Ip, generated by the minors of 
(xii) of order p; and the various modules M,, where M, is the cokernel of 
the map #i with 4*: L,F+ LAG* as the map induced between the corre- 
sponding Schur functors L,, associated with the partition 1. 
In [3] an explicit construction of a generic minimal free resolution of 
M,, 2j is given. This construction uses only multilinear algebra techniques 
and representation theory. More precisely an explicit description of all the 
components of a minimal free resolution of MC,, 2j is obtained by the 
systematic application of the “counting process.” This method is based on 
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the decomposition of the graded ring S(F@ G) into irreducible representa- 
tions of GL(F)@GL(G) and on the Littlewood-Richardson results for 
product of irreducible representations (see [4, 51). Maps between 
consecutive components, obtained as candidates by “counting,” are 
constructed (see [3]). This leads to a minimal acyclic free resolution of 
MC,, 2) of length exceeding the grade of its support, which means that M,, 2) 
is an imperfect module, in contrast with the perfect ideals Z,, for which 
explicit constructions of minimal free resolutions are given in [ 121. 
The aim of this paper is to give a conceptually different approach to the 
problem of constructing a resolution of M,,, 2), employing a geometric 
method which comes essentially from [ 121, but which, until now, has been 
used only to obtain resolutions of perfect ideals and modules. 
Although a careful analysis of the terms in the minimal free resolution of 
Z, shows (for appropriate values of p) a certain analogy with the terms of 
M,, 2) (description of the general case M,, for any partition i, will appear 
in forthcoming papers), we want to remark that, between Z, and Mc2,2), 
neither one is a special case of the other. In fact, in this paper, as men- 
tioned above, we describe the first example of the application of these 
techniques (for a short self-contained exposition of these geometrico- 
algebraic constructions see [ 191) to the case of an imperfect module. More 
precisely, we consider two locally free modules F and G over a scheme X 
and a generic morphism 4: F + G *. Associated with 4, we consider an 
appropriate Grassmannian Y over X. In relation with 4 and 3. = (2,2) we 
consider a particular Schur complex S,($) of vector bundles (identified 
with locally free modules) over Y (cf. definitions in (1.3) and (5.2), where 
S,(g) = L,($), with p= 7); applying the projection theorem and Bott’s 
theorem to the canonical projection rc: Y + X (cf. (1.4.5), (1.4.6)), from 
S,(+) we obtain exactly the same terms which appear in the minimal free 
resolution of M,,, 2) as described in [3]. This is the main result of this 
paper (Theorem (2.9) and Corollary (2.12)). In Section 2, using a spectral 
sequence argument, applied to the hypercohomology of rc and S,(e), we 
also verify that R’rr,(H,,S,(+)) =0 for i>O and that Mc2,*) is isomorphic 
to L,,, 2,G*/R”rr,(Ho(s,(l(/))) (Corollary (2.17)). We conclude this paper 
by giving a few examples. We refer the reader to Section 1 for all the 
notations and definitions used in the Introduction. 
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, we assume that the fields 
are of characteristic zero and all rings are commutative noetherian with 
identity. 
1, PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall review some of the basic facts and definitions 
which we will need. 
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1.1. Partition, Young Diagrams, and Young Tableaux 
A partition I of a number n is the sequence 1. = (A,, . . . . A,) of natural 
numbers 061,6&... <I,, such that A1 + i, + . . . + 1, = n; the number r 
is called the length of 1. We write 1J1 =n and we identify the partitions 
(J-1 3 ‘.., A,) and (0, A,, . . . . A,). To each partition 2 there corresponds its 
Young diagram D, which we draw as a shape having A, boxes in the ith 
row starting from the bottom. We denote by xi the length of the ith column 
of D, starting from the right. We call (xi, . . . . 1,) the conjugate or dual par- 
tition of 3,. Let 1 and ,U be two partitions. Then ;1 c p if and only if D, c D,. 
When 1” c p, we define the skew diagram D1,p = D, - D,. 
EXAMPLES. %=(1,1,3,5),~=(1,4,5,7),x=(1,1,2,2,4). 
DX = , D-= x , D PIA = 
A partition 1 is rectangular if and only if J1 = A, . . . = A, = t, for some t. 
We denote such a partition by (t’). 
For any partition A, let (k?) be the largest square partition such that 
(kk) c 1. The integer k is called the size of the Durfee square of 1. Now let 
i = (A,, . . . . 3Ly) be any sequence of non-negative integers, i.e., 1 E N’; we can 
still get a partition 1’ = P(l) from i, by means of the following inductive 
rule : 
for r = 2 and ,? = (A,, A,) 
1’ is called the elementary rectification of I = (A,, 1,). For r > 2 and 
1 = (A,, I”,, . . . . A,)E N’, let (R,, &, . . . . 1,_ i, 1:) be the sequence defined as 
follows : 
f’(l,. 4) = (ffl, U, P(b,, 2,) = (I,, W, f’(b,, &I 
= (I,, b4) . . P(b .+1A)=LA. 
If for some h, P(b,,, A,,,,) = a, then II’= 0; when this is not the case, 
then 
P(A 1 ) . ..) n,) = 
i 
(2; 3 . . .Y A:- 19 X) if P(R, ) . ..) R,-,)=(A;, . ..) A:-,) 
0 if P(fi,,...,E:,p,)=O. 
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It follows that 1’ = P(A) is a partition or 0. We write m(A) for the mini- 
mal number of elementary rectifications needed to get a partition A’ by 
reordering the indices of I using the described rule. 
EXAMPLES. (a) A = (5, 5, 2), A’ = P(5, 5, 2) = (4,4,4), m(A) = 2; (b) A = 
(3, 5,4), A’ = P(3, 5, 2) = (3, 3,4), m(A) = 1; (c) A = (1, 3) p = (1, 5), 
P(A,P)=P(~, 3, 1,5)=(1,2,2,5); (d) A=(1,2, l), P(A)=@; (e) A= 
(1, 2, 0), A’= (1, 1, l), m( 1, 2, 0) = 1. We denote by (A, p) the element 
(A 1, . . . . A,, ,uI, . . . . ps)e NrfS, where A= (A,, . . . . A,), p = (pi, . . . . CL,); for the 
combinatorial properties of partitions see [2, 11, 12, 131. 
1.2. Schur Modules 
Let F be a free R-module of finite rank, where R is a commutative ring. 
We write A-F, S-F for the exterior and the symmetric algebra generated by 
F, respectively. Let m, and m, denote the multiplications in these algebras. 
Recall that in addition to the algebra structure, A’F and S-F are endowed 
with the coalgebra structure. Let A, and A, be the respective comultiplica- 
tions. Let A= (A,, AZ, . ..) be a partition of n. We define the Schur functor 
Lj.( - ) as 
BAA L,F=Im(A”(F)@A”l(F)@ ...- F&l @ms - Sx,FQSx,F‘O . ..) 
(1.2.1) 
and we define the co-Schur functor S,( - ) as 
S,F=Im(SZ,F@Sx,FQ ...a F@a A”1(F)@A”2(F)@ . ..). 
(1.2.2) 
In general for p = (pi, p2, . ..) c i = (A,, &, . ..). 1111 = m, IpI = n, we define 
the skew-Schur functor L1,J - ) as 
m-n 
L,,,F=Im(A”l~~1(F)On12-~2(F)0 . ..dn @ F 
@‘ms 
- S,1-,,(F)QS,2-,2FQ ...) 
and similarly for S,,,F (consult [2, 123 for details). 
(1.2.3) 
EXAMPLES. A=(n),U=(l”); then L,F=A”F, L,(F)=S,F, SlF=D,,F, 
SxF= A”F, 
Remark 1.2.4. We recall that if R 2 Q, then all Z-forms of the Schur 
functor L,( - ) are isomorphic; more precisely, we have 
D,Fz S,F and, in general, S,FE LxF, 
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where D. F denotes the divided power algebra (see [2]). Also over a field 
of characteristic 0, the modules SA F form a set of all the irreducible polyno- 
mial representations of GL(F), and S, F g LA F. 
Although in this paper we always consider the characteristic zero case, 
we shall use in various situations two different B-forms SA and L>.. 
We refer to [2, 12, 131 for properties of Schur functors. In our notation 
S,F is K,F in [2] and in [12] ,4, is L,F. 
We recall the following well-known results concerning L’s: 
The Duality Formula 
THEOREM (1.2.5). Let F denote a free R-module of finite rank m, and let 
I= (A,, A,, . . . . A,) be a partition such that 1, < m. If ,I* denotes the partition 
(m-L,, m-A,-,, . . . . m - ,I,), then there is a canonical isomorphism 
L,F@(A”F*)@‘Yz Lj..F* 
(see [2, Prop. 11.4.2, p. 2361). 
The Linearity Formula 
Let F and G be free R-modules of finite ranks; then we have for any 
partition I 
S,(EO F) = c S,,,E@ S,E. (1.2.6) 
,’ L 1. 
The Cauchy Formulas 
Let E and F be as in (1.2.6); then we have 
S,(EO F) = c S,(E) 0 S,(F) 111 =p
Ap(E@F)= c L,E@L,F. 
IAl =p 
(1.2.7) 
(1.2.8) 
1.3. Schur Complexes 
If 4: G -+ F is a morphism of free modules over an arbitrary commutative 
ring R, then for any p 2 0, AP#, S,I$ are the free chain complexes 
APq$:O+D,G+ . . . -rAp-‘F@D;G+ . . . +A”F+O 
Sp&O-,APG+ ..+ +SppiF@AiG-* ... +S,F+O 
analogous to the exterior and the symmetric algebra generated by a 
module; the maps in Apq5 and S,C#J are the natural composition (via 4) of 
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the comultiplication A with the multiplication m in the bigraded R-Hopf 
algebras A’F@D.G and S.F@A’G, respectively (see [2, V.l.l and V.1.6, 
for more details]). Let p c 1 be partitions; then the Schur complex L,,,(q5) 
is defined in the same formal manner as that in (1.2.3), with /iAZP”‘(d) and 
Sz, ~ ,,(4) in the place of Ai’ “l(F) and SZ, . ,,(F), respectively. We also 
recall that if R 2 Q, for a complex c’ of free modules and a partition A., the 
Schur complex of c’ associated with il is defined and denoted by S>.C” or 
L,C’. If c’: . . . -P 0 -+ G -% F -+ 0, then the components of S:(C), denoted 
in this case by Sx(d) = L,q5, can be described as in (1.3.2)(a) below. For 
more details see [2, 171. From [2, V.I.141 we recall the following: 
THEOREM ( 1.3.1). Let I$: G + F be any map of free modules and let ,u c i 
be partitions. Denote by (L,,,q5), the component in degree j of the complex 
Li.l,q5. There is a natural filtration on (L,,,q4), whose associated graded 
module is 
c L,,,(F) 0 S,,,(G). pcycn Ii.1 ~/?I = I 
Remark (1.3.2). (a) In characteristic zero, for (L,,(d)), we have a 
direct sum decomposition, so, for example, when p = 0, the complex L,(4) 
is 
+ c S,,,GOL,F+ ... + L,F. 
?‘EP 
Ii.1 - IPI = I 
(b) If G=O, then 0 -+( F, so the complex LA,,(@) reduces to L,,,F= 
(L,,,q6),, and (L,,,q~5)~=0, for all i#O. 
(c) If F= 0, then G -+( 0, so the complex L,,,(4) reduces to S,,,G = 
(LUP~h - 164 and (LAlp#Ji = 0, Vi # 14 - IA. 
(d) Obviously if A= (A,), then L,(d) =A’@, and if ,X = (ly), then 
L,(4) = S,(d). 
In Section 2 we will need the following results (see [2, V.I.171) involving 
Schur complexes. 
THEOREM (1.3.3). Let 4: G -+ F be a map of free R-modules, where 
m = dim F2 n = dim G, and let ,I = (A,, . . . . AP) be a partition, where 
1, d m - n + 1. Suppose that for each j = 1, . . . . n, the ideal Zj(q4) generated by 
the j-by-j minors of 4 has grade (m - n + 1 )(n - j + 1). Then the complex 
L,(d) is acyclic. 
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Let A4 be an arbitrary R-module and p c A be partitions; then the 
R-module L,,,M is defined in [2, V.21 in a manner analogous to the 
definition of LnlPF, where F is a free R-module of finite rank. 
EXAMPLE. Let M= coker 4, where 4: G + F is a map between free 
R-modules of finite ranks. Then M has a finite presentation 
G + F -+ M -+ 0. If 1, = (p), then L,(M) = APM has a finite presentation: 
ApPIF@G+ APF+ APM+O. 
In general we have: 
PROPOSITION (1.3.4). Suppose M has a finite presentation G -+@ F-+ 
M -+ 0. Then LAM has a finite presentation: 
More generally, H,(L,,,(~)) = L,,,M (see [2, V.2.21). 
Remark (1.3.5). It follows from (1.3.3) that if M= coker I$, with 
4: G --) F, and A = (A,, . . . . A,) is as in (1.3.3), then L,(d) is a minimal free 
resolution of L,M. 
1.4. Some Algebraic Geometry: Bott’s Theorem 
One of the main ingredients of the paper is Bott’s theorem for 
Grassmannians. Before describing here the explicit statement we use, we 
first review a few well-known facts in algebraic geometry, where we 
consider the category A’(X) of &,-modules (coherent sheaves, locally free 
of finite ranks, up to isomorphism), OX being the structural sheaf of an 
algebraic variety or more generally of a scheme X. 
In &z’(X) several basic operations are defined: direct sum E@ F, tensor 
product EC3 F, dual module E*, exterior product A’E, symmetric product 
S,E or Sym E, and, more generally, Schur modules L, E, S,E, also for a 
morphism of schemes rc: Y + X, direct image rr.+ F and inverse image n*E 
are defined for F‘E A!( Y) and E E A(X), respectively. If E is a module of 
rank e in A(X), and r is an integer <e, then there is a Grassmann scheme 
G,(E). On G,(E) we have the tautological exact sequence of locally free 
modules of ranks r, e, q, respectively: 
O-*RP- x*EL Q-O, (1.4.1) 
where rc: G,(E) -+ X is the canonical projection, R is the universal rank r 
tautological submodule on G,(E), and Q = 7z*E/R is called the universal 
quotient module (see [9]). 
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Spectral Sequences of Hypercohomology 
Let X, Y be schemes and let 9: A’(Y) + A(X) be a covariant left exact 
functor; then we have the pth-right derived functor of F”, RPF: 
A(Y) -+ A!(X) which transforms a short exact sequence of &-modules 
into a long exact sequence of Q-modules 
0+8(A) - F(B) 3 R(C) 5 R’F(A) 
+ R’B(B) + R’F(C) + R29(A) -+ ... . 
Let %(A?( Y)) denote the category of bounded complexes in A’(Y). Then 
the functor 9 induces, for each r 20, the right hyperderived functor 
9’9: %‘(A!( Y)) + J(X), which transforms a short exact sequence of 
complexes in V(A!( Y)), 
into a long exact sequence of Q-modules 
. . -+ $3iYF(,4’) + LJVc@(B) + %YF(C’-) -+ &+ ‘F(A’) -+ . . . 
For L’ in %?(A( Y)), .4PF(L’) is also called the rth hypercohomology of 
9 and L’ and it is also denoted by H’(9, L’). With a complex A’, there 
are associated two spectral sequences converging to H’(@-, A’), namely, 
‘E’*” and “E’*“, where we have 
‘E’.S=RS8A’+g”fSyA’ 
1 
“E~“=RS~H’(A’)~ar+s~A’. 
We recall the following result: 
(1.4.2) 
(1.4.3) 
THEOREM (1.4.4). Let A’ be a complex in %?(A( Y)) which is a locally 
free resolution of the Ormodule; then the spectral sequence (1.4.3) collapses, 
while the other spectral sequence (1.4.2) converges to R’+“F(M); i.e., we 
have 
(see [ 163). 
R”FA’=- R”+‘9(M) 
We now state the main geometric results we need. 
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Projection Formula 
THEOREM (1.4.5). If 71: (Y, 0,) + (X, OX) is a morphism of schemes, if F 
is an Ormodule, and if E is a locally free 0fmodule ofjinite rank, then there 
is a natural isomorphism 
T#‘Q~,, x*-E) = T+.(F)Q~~ E 
(see C71). 
Bo t t’s Theorem 
Now we recall Bott’s theorem as stated in [12]. 
THEOREM (1.4.6). Let E be a locally free Urmodule of rank e over a 
scheme X, q any positive integer <e, r = e-q. Let a= (Al, . . . . 1,) and 
P = (PI , ...2 uq) be two partitions of length r and q, respectively, Let 
G,(E) -tn X be the Grassmannian of quotients of rank q of E, and 0 + R +p 
n* E +U Q -+ 0 its tautological exact sequence on G,(E). Then: 
(i) If P(il,, . . . . A,, ul, . . . . uq) = a, then for all p 
RP7c,(S1RQSpQ)=0. 
(ii) rf P(1,, . . . . 4, uI, . . . . u,) = y # 0, then 
Rk~&%RQSpQ,= 
0 
if kfm(A PL) 
s E 
Y 
if k = m(1, p). 
(iii) For any partition y of length 6q, we have 
R”~,(S,b4: S,(E) + s,(Q)) = S,(E) Jf+ S,(E), 
where S,(u) is the map induced by u. 
1.5. M(2.2) 
as an Imperfect Module 
Let 4: F -+ G* be a map of free modules over a commutative ring R, with 
rank P= m > rank G = n > 2. In [3] certain complexes X.( 1) and X.(2) are 
constructed using a tensor product of type L,F@ S,G; maps between these 
complexes are defined so as to produce a generic minimal free resolution 
X. of coker dc2, 2) = MC, 2) and thus prove in particular that MC,,,, is an 
imperfect module of projective dimension 2(m - n) + 1. 
We now briefly review the definition of X.. For a graded bialgebra A and 
for a E A, we denote by di, j(a) = C, a, i 0 a:, j the component in A i @ Al of 
the image d(a) in Ai@ Aj of a under the diagonal map A: A -+ A 0 A. 
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Recall that for any free R-module of finite rank n, AH and AH* are 
modules over each other. The same is true for the divided power algebra 
D,(H*) and S.(H) (in characteristic zero D.(H) and S.(H) are isomorphic). 
We write b(a) for the operation (AH)* on AH, where if bE(APH)* and 
QE AyH, then b(a)=xm (b, a,,,)~;,, with (b, a,,,) E R the value of the 
linear functional on a,, p. Similarly we use the same notation b(u) for the 
operation S.(H) on D.(H) (see [S] for more details). Let i, j, p, q, k, t be 
positive integers such that k 6 q 6 p, p - q < t < p, 1 d s < j. Then using 
elementary operations of multilinear algebra as above we can define the 
following natural maps (for more details see [3] pp. 7233732). 
YIZ: 4Y.P) ff-+,,HQL+,,,,H (1.5.1) 
rl’: &y,p,H+ Lcy,p -r,HQL,,,H (1.52) 
$:Sc,n-~.,,+Sc,n z,~,HOH (1.53) 
*“I $I’,,) H-+S,,n,im,,HQD,sG. (1.5.4) 
Recall that 4 induces a map 6: F@ G -+ R which corresponds to an 
element CUE F* @ G* under the canonical isomorphism of (F@ G)* with 
A’F* 0 S, G*; we denote by d,y: A”FQ A”G -+ R the natural contraction for 
s d n. Now c( induces a natural boundary map 
a~:L,,,,,FQS,,,,,G~L,,,,~,,FQS,,,,~,,G. (1.5.5) 
To describe 87 explicitly on the generators, we let (f,, . . . . f,} and 
{g,, . . . . g,} be bases of F and G, respectively, with {y,, . . . . y,} and 
(pr, . . . . p,} their respective dual bases. Then for XE A4F, YE ApF, 
z E (Dl G)@‘r, w E D,G, we have 
‘Y(XQJ’QZQW)=~ d,(fiQg,)(xQy,(y)QzQp;(w)). 
i, / 
Let vi= -[(n+i-2)/(n--2)]vf; vi: L~3,n+i)F-*L~2,n+I~FOA’F and 
let 
denote the following composition: 
id@dl 
- L,,..+,,FQS,,,~2,,,G. 
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Then 
&-2 
X.(l):o+X,P,(l)A X,P,(l)-‘.’ 
?“- L do,21 
+X,(l)A X,-,(l)- X0------+ L (2.2) G 
is the complex defined in [ 3, Definition (3.12)], where for n - 1 < j < m - 1 
X,( 1) = Lo, 2 + /) F@ S(,“A, 2+, -~,GOL~~,I+,)FOS(,~~I.I+~~.,G. 
For n-2<j<l, Xi(l)=0 and for j=O, X,(l)=L,z,,,F (see also 
(2.12)(b) in the sequel). The boundary maps ai are defined by 
aj(a,b)=(-a:+,~,,(a), s~+‘~“(a)+a:+,~.(b)), (1.57) 
form- 16j6n and for 
while for ,j= n - 1, d,,- , is the following composition: 
The complex 
X.(2): 0 -+ x2(,p,,(2) ;i2bi *’ 
7 J 
- X,mp,(2)- . ..- X2,+,(2)-,X,,(2) 
is isomorphic to (AmF)02 @ (A”G)02 @ L,.(qh*), where y* = (m-n - 2, 
m-n-2), c$*: F+ G* is the dual of C$ (see [3, Definition (4.1)]; see also 
(2.12)(c) in the sequel), and 
For i=O, 1, let Q,=c&+:, ii,: L~,+2.,,+2+i,F~L(~,n+z+I)FO~n-‘Fwith 
ci = l/Ki defined by 
[i-l-v) 
K”=l+ YE “To 2+i i+l 
n-3 np3-il+n+2)(n;:Ci)(2;v) ( -ipi 
,= -I 
n-3-i-v 
) (1’5’8) 
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and let 
~:,~,:~2,+,(2)-,~.+,+i(l) 
denote the following composition: 
L (,,+2,,r+2+i,FOA”GOD,GOA”G 
ri,~d~-l.~Qid 
+ L,,,.+,+,,FOA”~‘FOA*~ ‘G@G@DiG@A”G 
id 0 g, _ 1 Q m  8 id 
+ L~,,.+*++,FODi+IGOA”G. 
Then 
SE a 1 2ntl =&+26fi -,, a,+,s:-,=o (1.59) 
(see [3, Propositions (5.3) and (5.5)]). 
Equation (15.9) implies that there exist maps S,!_ , : X,,+i(2) + 
x n + 1 + ;( 1) such that the diagram 
04,,m,(2)z . ..A x,,+,m*(2) -2 . ..--t 7 X,,(2) +o+o+ . . -10 
I 
<>m-” : 0-I 
i 
9 n-1 
(*I 
o-+0- . ..o...o-t X,_,(l) L...A x”,,(!)-l,X,(1)~M,~,(l)...-‘L/,Z.2~G 
commutes. Then X. is the complex (mapping cone of (*)) 
o- x,, J2)A . ..- ;i x *+,-,w- Kn+n--3G) 
ox,-,(l)A 
“Sk - 1 
...- ~2,+,-2(2) 
OX,,,(l)~ -2 W,,+,(2)@X.+,(l) 
2 X,,(2)@X.+,(l)~ M,+,(l)& X,(l) 
-% X, Al)& X,(l)A L,,,,,(G), (1.5.10) 
where, for m-n<k<2, 
ap2: x zn+k~2(2)0X*+k(l)“~;(2n+k-3(2)0~n+k-*1(1) 
is given by 
5,-2(a,h)=(-~2,,+k-2(~)rS~r:(a)+a,+,(b)) 
(1.5.11) 
with 
UEL (n+2,n+k,FODk 2GO(A”G)@*> hEL (3,n+k+,)FOS(ln-l,k)G. 
Recall that if R is a noetherian ring, an R-module A4 is said to be perfect 
of grade g if ann M contains an R-sequence of length g, and the projective 
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dimension of A4 is g, where we write ann A4 for the annihilator of M. We 
now review the part of those results which we need for the conclusive 
considerations of this section. 
Let A4 be a finitely generated torsion module over a commutative ring 
R and let 
R”‘~R”4f+Q (1.512) 
be a free presentation of M. The first fitting ideal F(M) = Z,(4) is the ideal 
generated by the n x n minors of a matrix for c$. We have 
(ann M)” E F,(M) z ann M. (1.513) 
In particular the two ideals have the same radical. Recall that the grade 
of the ideal of Ix I minor of an m x m matrix cannot be greater than 
(m - I+ l)(n - I+ 1) and thus if A4 is a module having n generators with 
m relations, we have 
gradeannM<m-n+ 1. (1.514) 
If in (1.5.12), R is noetherian, m > n, and grade F,(M) = m -n + 1 (the 
maximum possible value, as it is in the generic case), then 
ann A4 = F,(M) (1.5.15) 
and, in fact, under generic assumptions, a number of annihilators of related 
modules are equal to F,(M) (see [ 71). In general, if 4: F--t G is a map of 
free R-modules, with rank F= m 2 rank G = n and if A is any partition and 
MA = coker #n, where c$>.: L,F + L,G is the map induced on Schur functors 
by 4, then we have 
Supp(M,) = Supp(RII,(d))> (1.5.16) 
where I,(#) = F,(M) and M= coker 4 (see [3]). 
In particular we have 
grade ann M, ,< (m - n) + 1 
It follows from (1.5.9) and (1.516) that MC,,,, is an imperfect module. 
2. MAIN GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTION 
Let F and G be two Ormodules in A(X) of ranks m and n, respectively, 
with n > r, and m > n. Let 4: F-+ G* be a generic morphism, A = (2,2), and 
M, = coker L,(4), where L,(d): L,F-+ LAG* is the map induced by 4 
between the corresponding Schur functors. For r = 2, let us consider a 
relative Grassmannian C??,(G) = Y and let x: Y + X be the canonical projec- 
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tion where 0 + R --tp n*G jq Q -+ 0 is its tatutological exact sequence over 
Y and 2 = rank R, rank Q = n - 2. Let $ be the following composition: 
RL n*G 
x*4* 
- z*F*. (2.1) 
Over Y we consider the Schur complex L,($), where y is the rectangular 
partition (m - 2, m - 2). 
If A4 = coker $, then R + li, z*F* -+ A4 + 0 is a finite presentation of the 
Cormodule M; it follows from (1.3.4) that L,M has a finite presentation 
over Y given by 
L,,,F*@R-,L.,,R+L,M+O (2.2) 
(we often write F# instead of n*F* for short). 
Basic properties of L,M and L,($) are contained in the following: 
PROPOSITION (2.3). The Schur complex L,(t,b) is locally a free resolution 
of the C9,,-module L,M; i.e., the chain complex 
O+S,R+S,,,RQF*+ “. + c S,;,R@L,,F*+ ‘.. +L,F* 
p c_ y
171 --IO =, 
is acyclic and H,(L,($)) = L,M. 
Proof: We get the required result by checking out the hypothesis of 
(1.3.3) locally; see (1.3.5). 
We consider the chain complex 
K.=L,(~)Q(/1”~*F)~2QS(~~,Q (2.4) 
n 2=y 
to be graded by non-positive integers; i.e., we let L” = K-, for m d 0, 
L” =0 for m >O, where 06m 6 Iyl. From (1.4.2), (1.4.3) it follows that 
given the functor n,: A(Y) + A(X) and the complex L’: 0 + L + + 
L -1y1+1+ .‘. ALo in %‘(A( Y)), there are two spectral sequences (of 
hypercohomology of 7t and L’), 
R”rtc*L’+Bs+‘n,L (2.5) 
R=I.c,H’(L’)~?~‘+~~,L’, (2.6) 
where %?+“rt,L’= H’+‘(rr, L’), with H”(q L’) the nth hypercohomology 
sheaf of rr and L’. 
Since L’ is a locally free resolution of L,M (up to multiplication by 
(,~‘Yc*F)@~@ S,,Q), then the spectral sequence (2.6) collapses and the 
spectral sequence (2.5) converges to R’k,(L,(M)). Thus we have (see 
(1.4.4)) 
Ey”= R?-c,L’* R’+“z,(L,M). (2.7) 
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We are going to compute the E, term of this spectral sequence in terms 
of the Schur modules Lj, FQ S, G for appropriate partitions A and y. 
Remark (2.8). In what follows we will show that E: ’ = 0 for r + s > 0. 
In view of (2.7) this will imply that R’x,(L,(M)) =0 for i>O. 
Using a spectral sequence argument we will also compute R’Tc,(L,(M)), 
and prove that R’z,(L,(M)) = Im dCz, 2) c L(, z,(G*). 
We now come to the main result of this paper: 
THEOREM (2.9). If E: k = R%,( L’), then 
0 
@k= if k#m(m-2-pl, m-2-pL2, 04) 
Proof: It follows from (1.3.1) that, for i<O, 
Kei= 1 S,,,ROL,F”O(A”‘n*F)~‘OS~~,Q. 
I(EV n-2 
IYI - IPI = -f 
But from (1.2.5) it follows that L,F# 0 (A”Tc*F)~~ 2 L,,z*F, where 
P=((cLl~Pz)> P16P21 and p*=(m-p,, m-pi). 
Moreover, since y is a rectangular partition, we have that y/p is again a 
partition; namely, we have y/p = (m - 2 - p2, m - 2 - p,). So it follows that 
where 0 < -id 2(m - 2) = Jy I. Using the projection formula (1.4.5) applied 
to the morphism 71: Y + X and Bott’s theorem (1.4.6) applied to the 
Grassmannian Y = g?(G), we have 
where k=m(m-2-p2, m-2-p,, O,O, . . . . 0), otherwise we have 
Rk7c,(L’) = 0. n-2 
481.132/l-2 
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LEMMA (2.10). Let A= (A,, E.,, . . . . jb,) he a partition of Dzufee square 
D(;l)=d; then A= (A,, . . . . i “,,, A,\+,, . . . . I.,) with I.,,,<d, i,,+, >d, ands= t-d. 
[f P(%, 0”) is the rectificution of the sequence (%, Oq), then we have: 
(a) ju’=P(&Oy)=(j -,,..., A,,,d ,..., d,A,+,-q ,..,, 2,-q) ifddiV,,+,-q; 
moreover m(A, Oy) = d. q Y 
(b) I.‘=@ lf d>&, , -4. 
ProoJ: By induction on q. We observe first that if q = 1, then the 
process of rectification of the sequence (A,, . . . . A,,, A,,, , , . . . . AI, 0) leads after 
d steps to a sequence (A,, . . . . A,, , d, jk,, + , - 1, A,, + 2 - 1, . . . . L, - 1) which is a 
partition if d 6 I.,, + , - I or is @ otherwise. 
Remark (2.1 I ). The diagrams of 1 and I.‘= P(A, Oy), described in (a), are 
shown below: 
COROLLARY (2.12). Let E;k he as in (2.9), p = (p, , ,uJ c y a partition, 
and v = (m - 2 - pLz, m - 2 - p, ). Then, the only non-zero modules Ey k occur 
just for k = D(v)(n - 2), where D(v) = 0, 1, 2. More precisely we have: 
(a) ifD(v)=O, then 
E”,‘-. L 1 - (2.2) F and 
E’,O=O 
I ,for all i#O; 
(b) {f D(v)= 1, then 
E;“p2= Lc2,2 i,FOS(,rl 2,2 n ,,GOL(,, 1 ;)FOS(,n 1, 1 n I,G 
,for -i=n-l,n,...,m-2,m-1 andE’;“+2=Ootherwise; 
(c) ifD(v)=2, then 
for -i = 24 2n + 1, . . . . 2(m - 2) and Ei 2(” 2’ = 0 otherwise. 
Proof From (2.9) we have 
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Computing P(v, Oy) by iterated use of (2.10) we get the required result. 
Note that 0 < D(v) d 2. So from (2.10) Ei k = 0 for k # 0, q, 2q since 
m(v, Oy) = D(v)q. In particular we have: 
(a) D(v)=O, i.e., y=pu; then E:'=O for all i#O and Ey.‘gL,,,,,F 
(b) D(v)=l, i.e., v=(O,m-2-p,) or v=(l,m-2-p,), where 
~=(~1,m-2)with~~=m-2,or~=(~,,m-3)),with~,=m-3,respec- 
tively. But from (2.10) 
P(v,Oq)=(m-2-p1, 1, l,... l,m-n-p,)#@, - 
4 
if CL, <m -n - 1, otherwise P(v, Oy) = Qr. 
It follows that 
iP sY/IYI - lpl = -i, D(v) = 1, P(v, Oy) + 0) 
={p=(m-2+ i, m-2)/n- I< -i<m-2) 
u{p=(m-1+&m-3)/n< -i<m-lj 
(c) D(v) = 2, i.e., v=(m-2-p2,m-2-p,), where pz<m-4. 
Again from (2.10), P(v,0y)=(2y,m-n-p2, m-n-pI)#@ if 
p2 6 m -n - 2, otherwise P(v, 04) # 0. Since we assume n > 2, it follows 
that 
{~~~/lvl- IPI = -6 D(v)=& P(v,WZ0) 
= {pL(m-n-2, m-n-2)=y*/ly*l- IpI 
= -i-2n, 2nd -id lyl}. 
Let P* = (m - p2, m-p,), then, from (1.2.5), we have L,,Fr 
(A”‘F)@’ 0 L, F*; also since rank G = n, we have 
then 
i, 2(n ~ 2) _ E, - c (nmF)~20(/i”G)~20Sy*,~GOL~F* 
/Lcy* 
,y*, - lp’1 = -i- 2n 
where d*: G + F* is the dual map of 4: F-+ G*, see (1.3.1). 
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Remark (2.13). We illustrate the geography of E, by representing each 
non-zero term E ‘1 k with a point in Z x Z as indicated in the diagram below 
(see also (1.5.10)); 
More precisely in the zero level we have the complex 
O+,,,,F4 (2.14) 
in the q = n - 2 level the complex 
QS,,.-~.,-.-,,G~ L,,,m-,,F 
OS,,.-2,m--n--1)GOL~~,,-*)F 
OS,,.-I,,-.-,,GA E L . .._) (2,f7f2) F 
QS,,.~l,,,GOL,,,.+,,F 
QS,,.~I,,,G~L,,,.+,,FQS,,~-I,G-+O, (2.15) 
and in the 2q = 2n - 4 level the complex 
OL~,+2,n+3~F~L~,+2,n+2~FO(/fnC)giZ_,0. (2.16) 
It follows in particular that there is exactly one non-zero term on each 
of the diagonal lines i + k = 0, - 1, - 2, - 3 and non-zero modules Et k lie 
on the right of the diagonal line i + k = < 0. 
COROLLARY (2.17). (a) Rix.,,(LyM)=Ofor i>O, 
(b) R0dLyM)=Im(4(2,2j: Lt2,2,f;-+ L(2,2jG*) E L(2,2jG*. 
Proof: (a) follows from the fact that E > k = 0 for i + k > 0. 
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(b) Let s = n - 1; then from the exact sequence 
we have by definition the exact sequence 
ET  ^2,y’, E,“-‘,“& E;“,Y+E;“.Y+(), 
where E2-S.Y=coker(a:E,“~‘~4-,E,“~4) and E-“~Y=E;‘~q= = 
2 
E T ‘. y 5 
Also we have the complex 
associated with the spectral sequence E: k. 
Since for Y > s we have just the following complex 
0 + E;“, q + 0, 
it follows that E,-,“.,Y = E,Y~;~ = ... = E-“3 q = 0. In particular (*) 
i.e., dxphY is an injection. So we have thz following exact sequence 
is exact; 
where again Ey”=E20= . . . =Eo” and E::,=E:+“,= . . . =E:‘= 
RO~*bq~)). 
Since the horizontal differentials are homogeneous, natural, 
&-homomorphisms of degree 1, d,“% q is an homogeneous map of degree 
n - 1 with 
E-“+‘,Y=L 
n - 1 (2,n+1,FOS~ln-z,I)G/kera,~,, 
it follows easily that d,;“, y is, up to a scalar, defined on L,, n + ,,F@ A” ~ ‘G, 
by the map a,+,. 
Remark. The above arguments have shown that the terms 
c?~=C~+~=~E$~ agree with the terms of the complex X. (see (1.5) and 
C31). 
3. EXAMPLES 
(3.1) Let 4: F + G* be as above with rank G = n = 3, rank F= m = 5; 
then X. is the complex 
M. ARTALE 
deg 2 
O+ L,,FOS,zzG- LdQS,,2G 
~L,,FQS,,GQL,,FQS,,,G 
deg 2 
-+L2‘,FQS,,G- L,,F* L2,G*+Mc2,2,+0. 
(3.2) For m = 7, n = 4, q = 2, X. is the complex 
deg 1 
0 -+ L,,FQ S2233 G - L,,FQ S2223 G 
deg 3 
- Ld 
deg 3 
QS,,,,GQL3,FQS,,,3G- L,,F 
deg I 
QS,,,GQL,,FQS,,,,G- L,,F 
QS,,,GQL3sFQS,,,,G~L25F 
deg 3 
QS,,,G- L,, F + L,, G* + M,,. 2, + 0, 
where we write L,,FQ S22G, . . . . etc., instead of L,,, 5,FQ SC,, 2, 2,G, . etc., 
for short. 
(3.3). For m = 12, n = 4, q = 2, X. is the complex 
~~~12~0~2~~~-,~11,120~2~,7.8 ‘~10,120~2~,6,80~,1~0~2~,7~ 
-)~9,120~2~,5,80~,0,110~2~,6.7 
-+ L,, 12 4, 8 5, 7 0 s2z. 0 L9, 110 s22, 0 L102 0 S22.62 
-+ L,, 12 3. 8 11 4. 7 10 6 0 s 22, @ L8, @ h2, @ L9. 8 s22, 5, 
+ L,, 12 8 11 3, 7 10 @ s,,, @ L,, 8 s2? @ L,, @ s22. 4, 6 @ s9z @ s22, 5, 5 
-+ L, 12 8 II 7 10 0 s13, 0 L6, 0 s23, 0 LT. 0 s22, 3, 6 0 L,, 9 0 SP, 4, 5 
~L,,,,~~I~,~~~~,,,QS,~,~~L~,,~QS~~,~~L,,YQS~~,~,~~L~~Q~~~,~,~ 
+ L, 110 SP, 0 L3, 0 s13, @ L,, 0 &, 5 0 L,. s 0 SP, 3,4 7 IO 6 9 
--+ L,, ,o 6 9 5 8 0 S,z, 0 L,, 0 S,j, 0 L,, 0 S23,4 0 L72Q S22,3: 
~L,,,QS,~,~QL3,~QS,~,4QL~,~QS2~,3 
-+ L,, 8 4 7 3 0 SP. 0 L,, 0 S,y 0 LQ 0 S24 
+ -& 7 3 6 2 0 S,z, 0 L33 0 SP, + L,, 6 0 SP, 2 0 I-3,5 0 Se 
~L,,5QS~~~Lz,2~Lz,zG*~Mz.2~0, 
where, for short, we write L,,, i2, ,,, Q S,,, Pc2,. instead of L,,,, i.2, ,,,, FQ 
S Cr,. Icz, ,,,G and il” for the partition (A, A, . . . . A). 
n 
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